Teachers’ Professional Development and Education Reform

New curriculum frameworks, new standards for instruction and assessment, new school-level reform approaches—all may hold promise for improving education. But these and other reforms pose tough challenges to teachers and how they teach. And, traditional professional development methods are not likely to equip teachers to be active and effective participants in today’s reform efforts, according to a report written for CPRE.

The conventional model of professional development focuses on expanding a teacher’s supply of skills and techniques for classroom teaching, says Judith Warren Little.* This “training model” is inadequate, given the ambitious vision of teaching and student learning driving many reform efforts, she argues. However, some emerging alternatives to the training model are more compatible with the complex demands of today’s reforms.

This issue of CPRE Policy Briefs contains excerpts from Little’s article, “Teacher Professional Development in a Climate of Educational Reform.”1 The brief addresses the problem of “fit” between current state and local reforms and prevailing approaches to professional development. The first section summarizes the major themes of reform; the second focuses on the policy dilemma these reforms present for professional development; the third describes emerging alternatives to traditional professional development; and the final section suggests principles to guide the design of professional development opportunities.

Five Streams of Reform and Their Implications for Teaching

Most current initiatives fit into one or more of five streams of reform. Alone, and in combination, the reforms present intricate challenges to teachers as individuals and as members of a wider professional community. The five streams of reform cannot be done well piecemeal, nor can they succeed if attempted only in isolated classrooms. As Fine (1992) puts it, present ventures pursue the “big systemic educational question” of transforming whole systems into “educationally and emotionally rich communities of learners” (p. 2). The five reform streams are summarized on the next page.

*Judith Warren Little is associate professor in the Graduate School of Education at the University of California-Berkeley. Her research interests include professional development policy and practice, schools as workplaces, and teacher careers.

1The article appears in Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis 15 (No. 2, Summer 1993):129-151. Copyright 1993, by the American Education Research Association; adapted by permission of the publisher. Preparation of the article and this brief was supported in part by the Evaluating Systemic Reform project of the Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of Education, grant #RR91172005.
Reforms in subject-matter teaching (standards, curriculum, & pedagogy)

Many of the current reforms aspire to "more ambitious student outcomes." Among them are the whole language and literature-based approach to language arts, the new National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) standards, and the like. These reforms are incompatible with textbook-bound curricula or recitation-style teaching; they demand that teachers be well-able to integrate various content areas into coherent lessons, and to efficiently organize students' time. And these demands may represent a substantial departure from teachers' prior experience, established beliefs, and present practice.

In addition, individual teachers may be pressed to move on many fronts at once. For example, elementary school teachers must absorb the changes in content and method for an entire elementary curriculum. Meanwhile, reforms aimed at critical thinking may be in conflict with the basic skills reforms that began in the 1960s and are still very much evident today.

Reforms centered on problems of equity and the increasing diversity of the student population

These reforms address the persistent achievement disparities among students from differing family backgrounds and seek to improve both the demonstrated achievement and school completion rates of the lowest achieving groups. Over past decades, such reforms have focused on remedying individual student deficiencies. Recent analyses have drawn attention to the ways in which school practices define and contribute to student failure (Fine, 1991; Oakes, 1985).

To address the institutional failure related to low achievement, teachers must learn to identify and alter classroom practices that contribute to student failure and undermine "equal opportunity to learn" (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1992; Fecho, 1992).

Reforms in the nature, extent, and uses of student assessment

Some reform proposals seek more widespread and rigorous use of assessment that truly measures what students are learning. Yet, the technical advances in assessment are lagging behind the advances in curriculum design. State and local policymakers continue to judge the success of reform efforts on the basis of standardized test scores.

Components of statewide tests that strike teachers as most "authentic" (writing samples, open-ended math reasoning items) are also those that appear difficult and expensive to develop and to score. And at the local level, teachers' interest in alternative forms of assessment far exceeds their professed skill in constructing, evaluating, or incorporating them into their practice. Further, teachers do not have adequate resources available to them from the research and test development communities.

Reforms in the social organization of schooling

In recent years there has been a remarkable convergence of interest, activities, and funds around the broad image of "school restructuring." State-supported initiatives in "school restructuring," foundation-supported special projects, and projects sponsored by teachers' associations in concert with local schools and districts have appeared in nearly every state. The most ambitious of these are based on principles, rather than specific practices. They pose a deep dilemma for school leadership and for professional development programs because there are rarely any well-developed models of how these principles translate into specific instructional strategies and activities.

To provide opportunities for professional development in support of the principled redesign of schooling, then, is a much different matter from organizing training and support to implement a specific program or a set of readily transferable practices.

Reforms in the professionalization of teaching

The "professionalization" reforms at the state level focus on teachers' demonstrated knowledge base (as reflected in standards for accreditation of teacher education programs and candidate assessment), on teacher licensure requirements, and on the structure of career opportunities in teaching. Reforms to professionalize teaching mean that teachers will increasingly serve as mentors to new teachers, take on new responsibilities over time, and exert more leadership through site-based decision-making.

The many arguments for professionalizing the teaching occupation will not be explored here. However two comments are pertinent. First, policymakers seem most willing to support appeals for professionalization when they believe it will sustain a well-prepared and stable teacher workforce and when they have received assurances of local accountability for student outcomes. Second, these reforms often expand teachers' opportunities and rewards in exchange for increased obligations.
The Policy Dilemma

Professional development using conventional training techniques may work reasonably well to introduce those aspects of reforms that are “technical,” or involve mastering a repertoire of classroom practices. However, current reforms do not focus so much on teachers acquiring a “knowledge base” of specific, transferable skills. Rather, they require that school staff translate broad principles into day-to-day practice.

Instead of skills training, these reforms call for expanding teachers’ opportunities to learn, experiment, consult, and evaluate. Such opportunities must be embedded in the routine organization of the school day and year. This requires the development of structures and cultures compatible with the image of “teacher as intellectual” (Giroux 1988) rather than teacher as technician. Policymakers and school officials confront serious difficulties in matching the existing resources for professional development to such challenges. Major challenges can be summarized under four headings:

Surmounting the limitations of packaged knowledge

Given the option, district and school administrators prefer “well-packaged programs” of staff development (Little et al., 1987), which are readily defended, managed and evaluated. But such programs are not likely to meet current needs. Alternative approaches, however, are less structured, take more time and may be harder to defend to cost-conscious school boards. But packaged programs which use research as a warrant for recommending specific practice rather than for informing teachers’ judgements miss the opportunity to invite teachers to become critics and producers of research, participants in a more visible and consequential manner.

Spreading innovation beyond the margins

The training paradigm dominates the world of teachers’ professional development and most training places teachers in passive roles as consumers of knowledge produced elsewhere. The “workshop menu” is fragmented in content, form, and continuity—at precisely the time when teachers are confronted with the challenge of redesigning schooling (Moore & Hyde, 1981; Little, 1989).

On the whole, innovative approaches that depart from the training model remain small in scale and number. Most have been supported with private dollars (foundation and corporate funding) and have had relatively little impact on the configuration of publicly-supported professional development. Risks associated with moving from the margins to the center are well known; even teacher-centered programs risk “bureaucratization” if they are absorbed within existing district structures for professional development.

Centering learning opportunities in the school workplace

Concentration on formal programs of professional development tends to obscure issues of obligation, incentive, and opportunity in the salaried work day and work year. As the arena in which teaching traditions and reform demands confront one another most sharply, the school workplace is both the most crucial and the most complex of settings for teachers’ professional development. Teachers’ motivations, incentives, and frustrations come foremost from their responses to their students and the circumstances in which they teach them. Teachers’ desires to protect their autonomy may be intensified by their relations with each other and with administrators. Clearly, transforming the workplace into a site for more effective learning and sharing requires more than shifting staff development resources and activities to the school site.

Deciding the locus of responsibility for professional development policy

The state and the district are the most prominent players in defining and promoting reform, and in sponsoring formal occasions of professional development. Various professional associations are playing a less visible but potentially influential role. In many districts, school staff also are active participants, setting priorities, content, and character of professional development.

With multiple players and multiple levels of policy and practice in professional development, several questions are relevant. First, what “fit” between reform and professional development is best achieved at each level or niche in the policy system, and through what policy mechanism? To what extent does policymaking at each level rely
on regulation or persuasion? Second, in what ways and to what extent are the various policy orientations congruent or in conflict? For example, a district’s interest in “comprehensive restructuring” may operate to displace small, vital pockets of initiative by teachers in individual schools.

In the absence of a good fit between the nature of the reform task and the nature of professional development, the inclination is nonetheless to do something in the name of professional development. That something is likely to look very much like the existing menu of training options. But such decisions tend to consume all or most of the available resources, while the more ambiguous aspects of reform are granted comparatively less attention or neglected altogether.

**Teacher collaboratives and other networks**

Subject-specific teacher collaboratives in mathematics, science, and the humanities have grown in size, visibility, and influence over the past decade. Brian Lord (1991) says that these subject collaboratives share the view that teachers’ professional development encompasses: “(a) teachers’ knowledge of academic content, instruction, and student learning, (b) teachers’ access to a broader network of professional relationships, and (c) teacher leadership in the reform of systemwide structures” (p. 3).

One example of such a collaborative, the Philadelphia Alliance for Teaching Humanities in the Schools (PATHS) emphasizes engaging teachers directly in the modes of inquiry used by the various humanities disciplines. The project’s goal of providing urban students with the “real thing”—a challenging and genuine humanities curriculum—required a parallel experience for teachers.

PATHS teachers work directly with the city’s rich humanities collections and with the curators and other experts who acquire, maintain, and interpret them. The teachers take advantage of mini-grants which give greater incentives for collaborative work. They also participate in colloquia on major topics, designed as “pure” intellectual experiences, “divorced from the practical considerations of [teachers’] jobs” (Hodgson, 1986, p. 32); and in summer institutes in literature, history, and languages. All the programs are conducted on site where the relevant collections are held.

The collaboratives underscore teachers’ involvement in the construction of subject matter knowledge. Without being linked narrowly to specific reform proposals, they prepare teachers to make informed responses to reforms in subject matter teaching and student assessment.

**Subject matter associations**

The work of teachers’ professional associations is nearly invisible in the mainstream professional development literature. We know little about the roles played by the largest and most prominent subject matter associations (such as the National Council of Teachers of English, and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics) in the professional lives of teachers or in shaping their dispositions toward particular reforms. Yet it is clear that the subject associations are exercising increasingly powerful influences in the design of subject curriculum and assessment standards.

The subject matter associations are professional communities that extend well beyond the school walls, and are independent of the employing organizations but positioned to exert strong influence on teachers’ dispositions toward reform proposals. To the extent that an association’s most active members also occupy leadership roles within their school, districts, or collective bargaining units, the association’s effect may be multiplied.

**School-University collaborations targeted at school reform**

Professional development is one integral feature of some school-university collaborations designed to support school reform. But these collaborations have had a rocky history. As instruments of reform, and as sites for professional development, they have had difficulty overcoming longstanding imbalances in status, power, and resources. As these
partnerships evolve, however, they are moving toward greater parity in obligations, opportunities, and rewards.

The Coalition of Essential Schools, for example, offers the image of the school "friend," the insider/outsider attached to the school to provide support, expand access to resources and to critique school progress.

In one Philadelphia partnership, university faculty, teachers, prospective teachers, and secondary school students are all participants in research into aspects of a multicultural society (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1992; Fecho, 1992). In this instance, teachers' professional development is intricately interwoven with the daily life of the classroom.

In another example, faculty from National-Louis University are partners with the Chicago Public Schools in support of various subject matter reforms. The goal of this partnership is to promote breakthroughs in conceptual understanding for the teachers and to immerse them in mathematical experiences rather than focusing on mathematical skills or methods. The program aims to provide professional development that is much broader than training and that engages local teachers in a leadership role.

On the whole, these partnerships have formed between individual activists in universities and schools or districts, or between individual consultants and schools, or between departments of education and local schools. They have not routinely incorporated faculty from subject matter departments. And in large institutions, multiple "partnerships" may operate in ignorance of one another's efforts. Despite such difficulties, collaborations hold promise as vehicles for more effective professional development.

Special institutes and centers

Among the accounts that teachers offer when they are asked to describe favorable professional development experiences, certain stories stand out. They describe participation in special institutes or centers where teachers enjoy sustained work with ideas, materials, and colleagues. Teachers say such institutes and centers offer great depth and focus, enough time to grapple with ideas and materials, the sense of doing real work rather than being "talked at," and an opportunity to consult with colleagues and experts.

Professional Development Principles and Practices

Each of the alternative professional development approaches described above embrace (more or less) certain principles that may fit the complexity of current reforms. Each principle represents a challenge to some aspect of present practice. Teachers' professional development might reasonably be tested against these principles:

- Professional development should offer meaningful intellectual, social, and emotional engagement with ideas, with materials, and with colleagues both in and out of teaching.

This principle challenges training programs that contain shallow, fragmented content and call on teachers to passively implement reforms developed elsewhere. It also acknowledges teachers' limited access to the intellectual resources of their communities and subject fields.

- Professional development should take explicit account of the contexts of teaching and the experience of teachers.

This is a challenge to the "one size fits all" approach of staff development that offers standard-
ized content to teachers whose experience, expertise and workplaces vary widely.

- **Professional development should offer support for informed dissent.**

To permit or even foster dissent (such as by creating structures for devil’s advocate arguments) places importance on the evaluation of alternatives and the close scrutiny of underlying assumptions. In such a system, dissenters may be less likely to be labelled as “resisters.”

- **Professional development should place classroom practice in the larger contexts of school practice and the educational careers of children.**

This is a challenge to a narrow, technological view of curriculum reform that emphasizes the accumulation of specific skills and treats teachers at classroom decision-makers independent of larger patterns of practice.

- **Professional development should prepare teachers (and students and parents) to use the techniques and perspectives of inquiry.**

While there are times when technical skill training is appropriate, this principle looks to a model based more strongly on the pursuit of knowledge. It acknowledges that the existing knowledge base for teaching is relatively slim and that educational strength may come less from teachers’ willingness to consume research findings than from their capacity to generate knowledge and assess knowledge claimed by others.

- **Professional development should balance support for institutional initiatives with support for those initiated by teachers individually and collectively.**

This is a challenge to the policy vacuum in the allocation of professional development resources. Few states or districts have any mechanism for setting professional development priorities and tracing how the entire configuration of professional development obligations and opportunities aligns with their views of schools, teachers, teaching, and teacher development. Evaluation and research tend to focus on individual activities or projects rather than on the policy import of whole patterns of resource allocation.

**Conclusion**

This brief does not suggest that the training model is without merit. The training-coaching strategy that dominates local professional development has shown consistent results when training content can be represented as a repertoire of discrete practices and where classroom performance is oriented toward specified student outcomes. And the best local activities incorporate the wealth of research on effective training and support.

However, the content of much training communicates a view of teaching and learning that is at odds with current reform initiatives. The five streams of reform discussed in this brief present a challenge of considerable complexity, scope, and ambiguity. Yet common professional development requires little of teachers in the way of intellectual struggle or emotional engagement, and takes only superficial account of their histories or circumstances.

The training strategy, appropriately linked to those aspects of teaching that are correctly viewed as transferable skills, can play a useful role in a broader approach to professional development. But it cannot meet the challenges of today’s reforms on its own.

To spur widespread improvement of professional development, we must be willing to search for and develop ambitious models that reflect the principles of engagement with ideas, context, and sustained inquiry discussed above.

Whatever the shortcomings of the knowledge base on which current reforms stand, there is enough knowledge to move forward. We have the “knowledge, methods, assessment strategies to transform our classrooms into engaging, critical and creative sites of intellectual growth and personal development” (Fine 1992, p. 30).

However, the success of the trailblazing individuals and institutions will rest ultimately on a crucial fund of political will. Policymakers, administrators and teachers themselves must make professional development a priority in the current reform climate.
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